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Wind energy saves Iowa consumers billions 
of dollars by diversifying the state’s energy 
portfolio and displacing the use of more 
expensive traditional energy sources. 

Iowa has long held a leadership role in American wind 
energy development, with the second most installed 
wind capacity and the highest share of electricity 
generation from wind of any state. Last year, wind 
power provided more than 31 percent of the state’s 
electricity. Wind is generating significant savings for Iowa 
consumers today, and those savings are expected to 
grow over time as the cost of fossil fuels is only expected 
to increase. As Iowa takes steps this year to plan its 
energy future, this report models the cost and benefits 
of doubling the amount of wind power currently planned 
and installed in the state from about 10,000 megawatts 
(MW) to 20,000 MW. 

The results of this analysis confirm that even larger 
consumer savings are possible with further expansion 
of wind power in the state. Adding 10,000 MW of wind 
beyond the amount that is currently operating and 
planned would save Iowa consumers about $12.6 billion 
on net over the next 25 years, with average annual 
savings in excess of $500 million. The average household 
would on net save $3,200 on their electric bills, while the 
average industrial customer would save $825,000 over 
that period if their electricity needs were met with wind 
energy.

This analysis also provides a detailed accounting of 
the savings provided by wind energy in each hour of 

the year looking out over the next 25 years, calculating 
wind energy’s net value in each of those 219,000 hours. 
The model accounts for projected changes in fuel 
prices and how those will affect the cost of producing 
electricity at each of the region’s 3,500 power plants. 
This comprehensive analysis confirms that stably-
priced, zero-fuel cost wind energy is a smart investment 
because the value it provides to customers and the 
market greatly exceeds its cost.

These savings are due to technology innovations that 
have made wind energy the lowest-cost source of 
electricity, particularly in states like Iowa that possess 
world-class wind resources. Both the U.S. Department of 
Energy1 and Wall Street investment firm Lazard2 recently 
documented that the cost of purchasing wind energy has 
fallen by more than 60 percent over the last five years. 

Wind turbines’ productivity has increased while the cost 
of building and installing them has fallen, leading to a 
much lower cost of energy. The efficiency and ingenuity 
of the American worker is driving down the cost of wind 
energy, led by more than 6,000 wind industry employees 
and nearly a dozen manufacturing facilities across Iowa, 
such as the turbine blade and tower factories in Newton. 
In addition, wind power development provides a variety 
of other economic, social and environmental benefits, 
including land lease payments to landowners, water 
savings for agricultural communities, and cleaner air for 
all.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Expanding wind energy can save Iowa consumers 
$12.6 billion over the next 25 years. Wind energy 
provides these savings by displacing more expensive 
electricity from conventional power plants that have 
fluctuating fuel costs. This analysis compares the cost of 
purchasing wind energy against the value wind provides 
by displacing generation from these fossil fuel power 
plants, and finds that wind provides large net benefits.

The following chart compares the value provided by a 
unit of wind energy against its cost in each hour of the 
year. The cost of wind energy is fixed at a stable value 
because wind energy has no fuel cost, while the price of 
the fossil fuel electricity that wind displaces constantly 
fluctuates in the market. Many fossil fuel power plants 
buy their fuel on the spot market, typically from out-of-
state sources, so their fuel costs are often highly volatile 
and uncertain.

The blue area of the chart on the next page shows that 
wind energy costs less than the value it provides, so 
wind provides net savings to consumers.3 The units 
in the chart are in megawatt-hours (MWh); a typical 
Iowa household uses around 0.9 MWh of electricity per 
month.4 The average cost to purchase wind energy in 
the region that includes Iowa has been under $22/MWh 
in recent years,5 while the average value of that wind 
energy in 2020 is calculated to be $33/MWh, providing 
around $10 in savings on the typical household’s 
monthly electric bill if their electricity were supplied with 
wind energy. However, the value of wind is significantly 
higher during some hours of the year, highlighting the 
risk reduction benefit of a stably-priced resource like 
wind energy.

EXPANDING 
WIND ENERGY 
CAN SAVE IOWA 
CONSUMERS 
$12.6 BILLION 
OVER 25 YEARS 

ANALYSIS
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CHART 1: COST AND VALUE OF WIND ENERGY IN ALL HOURS IN 2020, IN $/MWH

Given that each MWh of wind energy provides value ($33/MWh) that is 50 percent greater than its cost ($22/MWh), one can 
calculate the benefits that average Iowa residential and industrial customers would realize if their electricity needs were 
met entirely with wind energy, as shown in the following table.6 

Consumer savings add up quickly if Iowa were to install 10,000 MW of wind capacity beyond what is currently operating 
and planned for the state. Multiplying the hourly net value of wind energy, as indicated by the blue area in the chart above, 
by the amount of wind energy produced in that hour gives the total net consumer savings provided by wind, as shown 
in the chart on page 8. Adding 10,000 MW of wind in Iowa would provide additional net savings of $476 million for Iowa 
consumers over the course of the year, with net savings averaging around $54,000 per hour, beyond the savings Iowa 
customers already realize from the state’s existing wind generation. During hours when both wind output and electricity 
prices are high, the net consumer benefits of wind can exceed $350,000.
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CHART 2: HOURLY NET SAVINGS FROM WIND ENERGY IN 2020

In 99.6 percent of hours, wind was found to provide positive net value to consumers, while in the remaining 0.4 percent 
of hours the cost of wind only slightly exceeds the value it provides, as shown in Chart 2 above.
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ADDING 10 GW OF WIND WOULD 
GENERATE $500 MILLION IN 
AVERAGE NET SAVINGS EACH YEAR

As shown below, wind energy’s savings are expected 
to increase over time as fossil fuel prices increase, 
based on fuel price projections from the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration.7 In contrast, the cost of 
wind energy remains fixed as almost all wind purchases 
levelize the impact of up-front capital costs as well as 

incentives over the life of the project, and the fuel costs 
for wind are known with perfect certainty to be zero for 
the life of the project. The total net savings from adding 
10,000 MW of wind in Iowa are projected to be $12.6 
billion over the next 25 years, or an average net savings 
of more than $500 million per year.
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HOW EXISTING WIND BENEFITED IOWA IN 2015

CHART 3: HOURLY GROSS CONSUMER SAVINGS FROM IOWA WIND, JANUARY 7-9, 2015

Wind energy protects consumers against electricity 
and fossil fuel price spikes. As shown in charts 1 and 2, 
stably-priced wind energy protects Iowa consumers by 
reducing the cost of producing electricity in nearly all 
hours of the year. Stably-priced wind energy becomes 
even more valuable during hours when electricity 
demand and electricity prices are high. While the 
preceding analysis focused on the net benefits of adding 
10,000 MW of wind in Iowa, this section is focused on 
the gross benefits to Iowa from existing wind in 2015.8  
Because the existing wind fleet has been installed over 
many years and in some cases decades, insufficient 
information exists to determine the cost of that wind 

energy for the purpose of calculating the net benefit of 
wind, so only gross benefits are presented here. In total, 
existing Iowa wind provided just over $500 million in 
gross benefits in 2015, or $28 in benefits for each MWh 
of wind energy. 

The following are examples of time periods when the 
model indicates wind energy provided large gross 
benefits to Iowa ratepayers in 2015. The first example in 
Chart 3 shows several days in January 2015 when cold 
and windy winter weather increased electricity demand 
but also produced high wind energy output.
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CHART 4: HOURLY IMPACT OF WIND ON POWER PRICES, JANUARY 7-9, 2015

The gross consumer benefits shown in Chart 3 partly 
result from the fact that wind energy displaces output 
from the most expensive power plants that otherwise 
would have operated. During hours of high electricity 
demand, wind can significantly reduce the cost of 
producing electricity by allowing the most expensive 
power plants to reduce their output or even turn off. 
This also reduces electricity market prices because 
the price for all electricity sold in the market is set by 

the cost of the most expensive power plant that must 
operate to meet demand. Chart 4 below shows the same 
winter days as the preceding chart, but with a focus on 
electricity prices instead of gross consumer benefits. 
This chart shows that stably-priced wind energy can 
greatly reduce the impact of price spikes in the electricity 
market. In this example, wind energy reduces electricity 
prices by $5-10/MWh over many hours.
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CHART 5: HOURLY GROSS CONSUMER SAVINGS FROM IOWA WIND, JULY 13-31, 2015

While wind output is often high during winter cold weather events like the one shown in the Charts 3 and 4, wind energy 
also helps keep price spikes in check during the summer months. Charts 5 and 6 show that wind energy made critical 
contributions during afternoon summer hours when electricity demand spiked in late July 2015.
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CHART 6: HOURLY IMPACT OF WIND ON POWER PRICES, JULY 13-31, 2015
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Wind energy benefits Iowa and its consumers through 
a number of mechanisms. This report quantified 
the following two benefits. Other benefits of wind 
energy that were not accounted for in this analysis are 
discussed later in this section. In sum, these benefits are 
many times greater than the cost of wind energy. 

Wind reduces the cost of producing electricity. Zero-
fuel cost wind energy directly displaces the output of 
the most expensive and least efficient power plants 
that are currently operating, as mentioned above. Like 
the functioning of almost any market, electricity market 
operators rank power plants based on their cost of 
producing an incremental amount of electricity. They 
then start by using the least-cost power plants first, 
and then move up the supply curve until they have 
enough electricity to meet demand. The power plant 
rank order is based on the cost for that plant to produce 
an incremental amount of electricity, so only fuel costs 

and variable operations and maintenance costs are 
considered. As a result, wind energy and other low 
fuel cost resources are always used first, and they are 
used to displace the most expensive power plants that 
otherwise would have operated. Because that displaced 
power plant is almost always the least efficient fossil-
fired power plant, adding wind energy greatly reduces 
fossil fuel energy costs and emissions. As demonstrated 
above, this also reduces electricity market prices.

As an example, the following chart shows a hypothetical 
electricity supply curve for a fictitious grid operating 
area.9 Adding low marginal cost generation like wind to 
the left side of the curve will push the supply curve out 
to the right, allowing electricity demand to be met by a 
lower cost power plant and therefore reducing the price 
of electricity. Because some parts of the generation 
supply curve can be quite steep, even a modest amount 
of additional supply can greatly benefit consumers.

BACKGROUND
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Fixed-price wind energy becomes an even better 
deal as other fuels increase in price over time. Almost 
all of a wind plant’s costs are fixed up front, and many 
wind power purchase agreements remain at the current 
cost for the life of the contract. In contrast, the cost of 
conventional generation changes significantly based on 
fuel costs, and these costs are passed on to consumers. 
As discussed above, current projections call for the price 
of fossil fuels to significantly increase above their recent 
historic lows.

The following chart from a recent report by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) and Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory (LBNL) shows how the value of wind 

energy increases as fuel prices increase over time, using 
the same DOE source for fuel price projections used in 
this analysis.10 Wind energy’s costs are largely fixed at 
their current level for the life of the project and can even 
decrease due to inflation (as seen in the red lines), while 
the cost of natural gas electricity generation grows over 
time as the price of natural gas increases (as seen in 
the dark blue line with the light blue uncertainty area). 
When evaluating the costs and benefits of fixed-price 
wind energy, one must factor in the costs and risks of 
future fuel price increases for the alternatives, just as 
one would when comparing fuel efficiency to determine 
which car to purchase.

CHART 7: DOE ANALYSIS CONFIRMS THAT CURRENT WIND ENERGY PURCHASES SAVE MONEY 
RELATIVE TO PROJECTED FUTURE NATURAL GAS COSTS 
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Job creation and economic development. Iowa 
has more than 6,000 direct jobs in the wind industry, 
including manufacturing, construction, and operations 
and maintenance jobs. Iowa communities benefit 
from more than $17 million in annual lease payments 
to landowners hosting wind turbines on their land, in 
addition to property taxes and other payments that 
help build schools and repair bridges and roads. Wind 
energy also accounts for at least $11.8 billion in capital 
investments in Iowa, and has been identified as one of 
the reasons companies like Google and Facebook chose 
to locate new facilities in Iowa.

Wind energy conserves water. Most fossil power 
plants withdraw and consume large quantities of water, 
mostly freshwater, as part of their cooling cycle. The 
operation of a wind plant consumes essentially zero 
water, and by displacing fossil fuel generation wind 
energy reduces water consumption and withdrawals. 
Water savings at Iowa power plants due to the use of 
wind energy was about 3.5 billion gallons in 2015 alone, 
providing a significant benefit to the state’s farmers and 
ranchers.11 

Wind energy hedges against fuel price uncertainty. 
In addition to protecting consumers from future fuel 
price increases, wind energy also protects consumers 
from uncertainty about the price of fossil fuels. The risk 
of fossil fuel price volatility makes consumers worse off, 
and one of the most effective tools for reducing that risk 
is by diversifying the energy mix with zero fuel cost wind 
energy. Wind energy helps to hedge against volatility in 
the price of fossil fuels much like a fixed-rate mortgage 
protects consumers from interest rate fluctuations. In 
the chart above, the light blue area indicates the large 
uncertainty about future fuel prices. The cost of this 
uncertainty is distinct and in addition to the cost of the 
expected increase in fuel prices that is accounted for in 
this analysis, indicated by the dark blue line in the chart. 
To separate the cost of this uncertainty from the cost of 
expected increases in fuel prices, others have calculated 
the premium at which forward gas contracts, which set 

a fixed price for future delivery, trade relative to current 
projections of gas price increases. This market price 
premium indicates the value provided by a contract 
providing a certain future price. That method indicates 
wind energy provides a significant value relative to 
resources with fuel price risk.12  

Wind energy reduces the price of fossil fuels. Through 
supply and demand, by displacing fossil fuel use wind 
energy also reduces prices in fossil fuel markets, 
providing savings for fossil fuel users. Wind energy 
displaces significant amounts of gas use at natural 
gas power plants, driving natural gas prices down. 
Because the market price applies to all transactions 
in the market, including gas used for building heating 
or industrial purposes like fertilizer production, wind 
energy can produce large savings for all users of natural 
gas and its byproducts by driving down the market price. 
Recent analysis by the LBNL quantified the value of this 
consumer saving at between $13-37/MWh.13 

Wind energy provides cleaner air. By displacing 
generation and fossil fuel use at power plants, wind 
energy directly cuts emissions. that harm public health 
and the environment in a number of ways, and most 
of these costs are not currently reflected in electricity 
market prices. Pending EPA rules to regulate carbon 
dioxide emissions from existing power plants may 
allow Iowa to financially benefit by selling compliance 
credits to states that lack Iowa’s world-class wind 
resources. According to the EPA’s AVoided Emissions 
and geneRation Tool (AVERT), each MWh of wind energy 
in the region that includes Iowa displaces nearly one 
ton of carbon dioxide emissions on average.14 Separate 
nationwide analysis from earlier this year found that 
each MWh of renewable energy developed to meet 
state renewable standards provides around $22/MWh in 
benefits from reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and 
an additional $53/MWh in benefits from cutting other 
forms of air pollution.15 

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS NOT ACCOUNTED FOR IN THIS ANALYSIS
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MARKET DATA CONFIRMS WIND ENERGY’S LOW COST

As mentioned earlier, the cost of wind energy has declined dramatically in recent years. Providing further validation of 
the national laboratory cost dataset used in this analysis, the following charts taken directly from third-party data sources 
confirm that wind energy is now among the lowest-cost source of new generation.

Lazard’s Wall Street data show wind is the lowest-cost source of energy, even without tax credits.16 
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With tax credits, wind is by far the lowest-cost source of energy.17 

Lazard’s data show Midwest wind, including Iowa, is the lowest-cost in the country. 
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DOE data confirm wind energy is below the market price of electricity.18 

CONCLUSION
Thanks to a drastic decline in the cost of wind energy, 
adding new wind generation to Iowa’s power system 
results in significant net benefits for consumers, both 
residential and corporate. Technological advances and 
the economies of scale created by growing domestic 
wind energy manufacturing capacity in places like Iowa 
have reduced the cost of U.S. wind energy by more than 
60 percent since 2009, making wind energy the leading 
source of new generating capacity.

Adding 10,000 MW of additional wind capacity in Iowa 
can provide more than $500 million in average annual 
net benefits to Iowa ratepayers over the next 25 
years, totaling $12.6 billion. Meeting Iowa residential 
ratepayers’ electricity needs with wind would save the 
average household $3,200 on their electric bill and 
industrial consumers more than $825,000 over that 
period. These savings are on top of the significant 
benefits existing wind plants are already providing in 
Iowa.
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METHODOLOGY APPENDIX
Hourly wind generation data19 and electricity consumption data20 for 2015 were obtained from the MidContinent Independent System 

Operator (MISO), the grid operator for the region that includes Iowa. MISO generation supply curve data, showing the marginal 

production cost and equivalent available capacity of each generator, was obtained from industry data source SNL Energy, with the 

modifications indicated in the “Capacity Availability” table and explained below. 

Hourly wind generation data  and electricity consumption data  for 2015 were 

obtained from the MidContinent Independent System Operator (MISO), the 

grid operator for the region that includes Iowa.21 MISO generation supply curve 

data, showing the marginal production cost and equivalent available capacity of 

each generator, was obtained from industry data source SNL Energy, with the 

modifications indicated in the “Capacity Availability” table and explained below. 

Gas, coal, and oil prices were set based on DOE EIA’s data for the average 

prices for gas, coal, and oil delivered to the MISO region’s power plants in 

2015.  Generator Capacity Adjustments for gas combined cycle, gas combustion 

turbine, and fossil steam generators were set based on the NERC GADS 

generator equivalent availability factor data for MISO. Nuclear and hydraulic 

turbine Capacity Adjustments were set based on EIA capacity factor data 

for MISO for those fuel types in 2014. Pumped storage, other, and internal 

combustion were set to 85 percent based on estimated availability factors for 

those generators, while solar was set based on an estimated capacity factor for 

the region’s utility-scale solar generation. Mothballed, out-of-service, retired, 

planned, and under construction generation was removed from SNL’s supply curve. Wind capacity was also removed from the supply 

curve for this step, as actual hourly wind generation is inserted into the model in the next step.

Aside from the historical analysis of wind’s savings in 2015, the analysis presented in this report is based around the addition of 42.18 

million MWh per year of wind generation in Iowa. This would correspond to the output of around 10,000 MW of wind capacity at a 

capacity factor of around 48 percent.22 This quantity of wind addition was chosen as an achievable target because it approximates the 

amount of wind added beyond currently planned capacity in Iowa in DOE’s 2014 Wind Vision report, which examined obtaining 20 

percent of U.S. electricity from wind energy by the year 2030.23 This wind generation addition is also consistent with levels that have 

been previously studied by MISO.24 In the model, this amount of wind generation was added on top of existing 2015 wind generation 

to properly account for any decline in the marginal value of wind at higher penetrations. As noted in the text, the levelized cost for a 

utility to purchase wind energy was assumed to be $21.93/MWh, based on data for the Interior region in 2014, the last year for which a 

sufficiently large sample size of wind purchase price data is available.25 

The total non-wind generation for each hour, which is used to determine the market clearing price and the total production cost in 

both the wind case and the hypothetical no wind case, was then calculated. In the hypothetical no wind case, the non-wind generation 

was set equal to the total electricity demand in that hour (reflecting that additional conventional generation equivalent to the amount 

of actual wind generation would have been used in the absence of wind generation), while in the wind case the non-wind generation 

was calculated as the total demand in that hour minus the wind generation in that hour.

For the production cost savings calculation, a lookup function for the generation supply curve was then used to find the last generator 

that needed to run to meet demand in each hour. This analysis was run for the wind case and the no-wind case to see how much 

production costs increased in the no wind case when more conventional generation was needed to replace the wind generation. 
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The cumulative sum of the production costs for all generators up to and including the last generator was calculated for each case, and 

the result for the wind case subtracted from the no wind case for each hour and the results summed for all hours in the year. This 

reflects the market value of wind generation added to the power system as the marginal production cost of the last generator sets the 

market clearing price. 

Model validation

The accuracy of the supply curve model was validated by comparing modeled results for MISO electricity prices against real-world 

MISO market outcomes for 2015. The modeled weighted average electricity price (weighted to account for the different load levels in 

different hours) when run with actual wind output for MISO in 2015 is $28.24/MWh, which is very close to MISO’s real-world average 

wholesale price of $27/MWh in 2015, a difference of only 4.56 percent.26 An error of under 5 percent was deemed to be well within the 

acceptable range of error for this type of analysis. Moreover, because a similar difference in outcome should apply in both the wind 

case and the no-wind case, the impact on the calculation of wind’s savings (the difference between those results) is likely to be limited. 

The model does not account for the impact of transmission constraints on market prices as the complexity of modeling the MISO 

transmission system and prices at thousands of nodes as the system evolves into the future was well beyond the capabilities and scope 

of this analysis. However, in the event MISO transmission expansion does not keep pace with wind generation additions, that would 

lead to wind curtailment that would likely modestly reduce the production cost savings and market value of wind energy.27 

Several other factors are likely to cause the model to underestimate wind’s consumer savings. First, the model uses the same fossil 

fuel prices for the entire year, while in reality the delivered price of natural gas tends to be above average during periods when wind 

output is also above average. MISO independent market monitor data show that delivered natural gas prices are highest during the 

winter months due to demand for gas for heating, and wind output tends to be above average during these periods.28 The model 

results are also likely to be conservative because the model assumes that generator outages occur uniformly throughout the year. In 

reality, conventional generator planned outages tend to be scheduled for the fall and spring, when wind output also tends to be above 

average. Removing generators from the supply curve increases prices and production costs, as demand must be met by higher cost 

plants. Therefore, if wind output is above average during periods with more outages than normal, wind’s benefits would be larger than 

calculated in this analysis. 

Modeling future years

As fossil fuel prices increase in the future, fixed-price wind energy will provide even greater savings for consumers. To calculate the 

savings wind energy is expected to provide as fuel costs increase, DOE projections for the price of gas, coal, and oil delivered to the 

electric sector for years 2016-2040 in the MISO region were incorporated into the model described above.29 Fuel price projections for 

DOE’s East North Central region were used as that region captures the majority of MISO fossil-fired power plants. If anything DOE’s 

fuel price projections are likely to be conservative, as DOE has historically underestimated future gas prices 71 percent of the time, 

coal prices 64 percent of the time, and oil prices 83 percent of the time.30 Wind’s consumer savings were calculated for each year 

independently, incorporating the new fuel costs into the methodology outlined in the Methodolgy Appendix above. Because weather 

patterns for future years cannot be predicted, wind output patterns and electricity demand patterns were assumed to be the same as 

indicated in the MISO data for 2015, with the higher levels of wind output associated with wind additions modeled by scaling up 2015 

wind output data using a simple multiplier. 

One limitation of the model is that existing power plants will retire and new power plants will enter the market between now and 2040, 

so the future generation supply curve will change. Because those changes cannot be predicted with any certainty, and if anything will 

likely tend to replace lower-cost coal generation with higher-cost gas generation, to be conservative the model uses the generators in 

the current supply curve in all years. The order of generation in the supply curve was re-sorted after fuel costs were changed in each 

year to properly account for how changes in fuel price change the dispatch order of generation on the power system.
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